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Abstract. The goal of this work is to provide a general framework for the pattern matching 
approach to the code selection problem with the following properties: recent approaches can be 
reformulated and compared in this framework, it accommodates increased expressive power for 
defining intermediate languages, it provides formal criteria for the completeness of a code selector 
specification, 
offers a new 
it uses 
way to 
matching process. 
These properties 
a straightforward generalization of known pattern matchin 
integrate the “nonsyntactic” subtasks of code generation with the pattern 
are achieved bY formulating pattern matching as the problem of constructing 
an inverse to a hierarchic derivor between order-sorted term algebras. 
1.1. Code generation as a translation from rhe abstract o the concrete 
Code generation is a prime example of a translation that goes from a more abstract 
to a more concrete level of representation. A program in an intermediate language 
Q, as input to a code genextor, contains operators that are semantically equivalent 
to certain operations provided by the target machine Z, but besides this, the 
intermediate program does not reflect the peculiarities of the target machine, such 
as number of available registers or restricted addressing capabilities of individual 
instructions. In fact, the intermediate ogram can be seen [ 121 as a machine program 
for an abstract target machine Z’, hich is an abstraction of the “real” target 
machine 2 in a well-defined sense: it has infinitely many registers, operations that 
are polymorphic with respect o machine operands of different word len 
regular 3-address-instructions, and all &programs have unit costs. 
restrictions imposed by Z in these respects are what ma 
and render code generation a difficult task. 
In this situation, it has t 
be more easily described b 
to the abstract, from target to 
generation, this has been discov 
then to make this specification 
inverse of S. This paper presents 
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is quite independent of its application to code generation. Code generation is used 
here as the motivating example for this inversion technique. For this purpose, we 
have to outling an algebraic style of describing code generators. However, a complete 
presentation roach is outside of the scope of the 
Significant rogress in the area of formal tools to support t construction of 
code generators in recent years has come along with a severe terminological con- 
fusion. The particular subtask of code selection (aside from register allocation and 
other tasks) has been concentrated upon by many authors. Closely related techniques 
ifferent styles, further obscured by ad-hoc extensions. e try to alleviate 
this situation by suggesting that our view of code s ection as &he problem of inverting 
a derivor is an a roprisace level of abstraction dejning the problem at hand, 
with different a aches known from the literature being different algorithmic 
solutions of this task. The solution that we formulate is the one that is derived most 
directly from the problem definition. 
Our formulation of the code selection task leads to several interesting generaliz- 
ations. More expressive formalisms- heterogeneous tree languages, regular tree 
languages, derivor images-can be used to define the code selector’s input language. 
In all cases, we retain the ability to decide the completeness of the code selector 
specification as a side-effect of code selector generation. The extension to nonlinear 
matching, in combination with matching relative to a subsignature M with a 
nontrivial equational theory? allows one to express the nonsyntactic conditions 
formerly associated with a production in a Graham-Glanville style code generator 
description. Due to space restrictions, such extensions can only be sketched here, 
while the emphasis of this paper lies on motivating and demonstrating our reformula- 
tion of the classical pattern matching approach to code generation. 
The present paper is an extended version of [ 141, but also contains an important 
modification. While [l4] used many-sorted specifications, we now formulate the 
task for order-sorted specifications. This affects some of our basic definitions and 
(proofs of) theorems, but not the inversion technique as such. The step towards 
order sorting arose from a strong pragmatic motivation: the algebraic target machine 
specifications that arise in practice arc particularly “large” data types (compared 
to specifications of stack or integer that we find in the more theoretical work). Order 
sorting makes target machine specifications considerably smaller. A specification of 
e complete M68000 processor in [20] contains 289 operators in the many-sorted, 
and 181 operators in the order-sorted version. 
1.2. A short review of recent approaches ts code selection 
Initiated by the work of Graham and Glanville [ 181, many approaches to retarget- 
able code generation have been presented in recent years. Commonly and correctly, 
they are subsumed under the phrase “pattern matching techniques”. In all 
approaches, some form of pattern matching is used to guide code selection, while 
r subtasks of co as register allocation, c 
erent coding alternatives, or evaluation or ering must be orga ed in some way 
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along with the matching process. enry [22] has carefully and extensively demon- 
strated the limitations inherent in the original Graham-Clanville approach, which 
used LR-parsing techniques for pattern matching. e are particularly concerned 
here with work that attempts to overcome these limitations. While Graham and 
Glanville had demonstrated how the syntax-directed translation paradigm could be 
beneficially applied to code selection, it became clear that two kinds of improvements 
were desirable: using a more flexible kind of pattern mat g for the “syntactic” 
aspects, and new techniques to describe other subtasks of generation that have 
to be performed along with and are directed by the matchi cess. Several related 
suggestions have been made with respect to the first task, while the second has 
received less systematic treatment. As most workers in this area have observed, 
off-the-shelf tree pattern matching in the “classical”’ sense of [28] or [23] is close 
to providing a solution, but is not quite expressive enough to serve as an adequate 
technique for code selection. Unfortunately, all approaches developed their own 
terminology and extensions, and the concepts used to formulate the individual 
pattern matching techniques have not been adequately separated from their par- 
ticular application to the code generation task. As a result, the relative virtues of 
the different approaches can hardly be evaluated, as a comparison can only be made 
at a most technical or empirical level. Let us give a short discussion of the approaches 
we are referring to. 
First variations of the Graham-Glanville approach stili used string parsing tech- 
niques, e.g. [22,9]. Turner [35] uses a technique called up-down parsing, and actually 
parses trees, but sees his grammars still as string grammars. Parsing with (regular) 
tree grammars, resorting to classical terminology from formal language theory is 
used in [ 12,4]. In [21,37,1,2] the name pattern matching is used, but with different 
meanings. Other approaches, yet to be worked out further, try to embed code 
generation in a formalism of algebraic equational specifications and term rewrite 
systems [ 12,291. 
Let us further exemplify the terminological inhomogeneity by a look at corre- 
sponding notions in different approaches. Maybe the best-understood terminology 
is that of nonterminais, terminals and productions of a tree grammar, as everyone 
can understand a tree grammar as a context-free grammar where the righthand sides 
of productions are trees. (This view is used frequently, but it does have a pitfall, 
which we will address later.) Turner [35] is closest to this terminology, speaking of 
nonterminals, operators and prefix (string) expressions. n [2,7,21-j, “patterns” for 
productions are used. “Labels” and “operators” for non rminals and ter 
used in [2], while [37] uses “labels” for bot 
‘*node-type”, and it seems at first glance, 
“renaming symbols”. But in fact, the correct 
into some table, which may either be a “ 
tern. Chase [S], contributing a significant i 
matching algorithm in [23], also 
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wildcards”. Finally, with algebraically oriented approaches, we know (e.g. from 
[16]) that nonterminals correspond to the sorts of some signature, with terminals 
denoting the operators. 
Of course, if this was only an inconsistency of namings, it wo 
bothering about. ut to the extent that formal language ter 
the concept of a derivatio disappears-and this concept is in 
one in the given context. n spite of all s 
difference for t e expressive power of an a 
bet” or “terms from a given si 
of our goals in his paper to explicate these often considered 
negligible. 
We conclude this survey by another observation with a s milar lesson. Glanville 
ly addressed the problem of completeness of time code generator descrip- 
achine grammar” it by imposing the condition of 
“uniformity”. Much later work to remove this restriction. Interest- 
ingly, the more these approaches deviate fro formal language ter 
less inclined they are to address the completeness aspect. 
e overall goal of this work is not to suggest another pattern-directed technique 
for code selection. Our goal is a reformation of such techniques, in a way suitable 
to handle code generation as well as other applications, combining the virtues of 
three areas: 
efficiency and known generative techniques from classical pattern matching [28, 
23, 81; 
clean conceptis and de&lability results from formal language theory [6,4], together 
with a modest gain in expressive power; 
powerful specification, implementation and proof techniques available in 
equational algebraic specifications [ l&26,25]. 
In order to show how this can be achieved, we must first sketch our understanding 
e generation. To arrive at a model of code generation with the desired 
ies, we must break with two paradigms prevalent in previous approaches to 
code generation. The first is the “code emission paradigm”. Typically, in code 
generator descripti s there are “actions” or parameterized code strings associated 
with the patterns, ch, upon a match of the pattern, trigger the emission of target 
machine or assembly code to some file. The problem with this is that when code is 
emitted right away, it has to be perfect from the beginning. As this is a crucial point 
of our critique of earlier a 
t is necessary to assure 
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icated in which way interme te programs will eventually be broken u 
into individual instructions. r hand, the output of the code generator, 
seen as a linear sequence of rn is a structure quite unsuitable to describe 
information so closely related to the original tree structure. ence, a propwty of the 
result (the register re uirements of the selected target code), which cannot be 
expressed in terms of this result, has to be formulated as a property of the process 
sult. This makes the specification 
t the patterns with information for 
ferably, those s 
and leads to a 
ately, at least on the conceptual le our approac 
machine code in abstract syntax, while register requireme 
conveniently described inductively over this abstract syntax. 
simply disregard the task of writing a linearization of the ge 
The second paradigm we abandon is that “machine 
generator description” have traditionally been treated 
machine description says what target rograms are, defining their abstract syntax 3s 
well as other relevant properties; the code g rator specification says how they are 
related to intermediate programs. We will s equently discuss approaches to code 
generation as if they had :Jways been using our conceptual model. We focus on 
the central task of instruction selection for arithmetic and addressing calculations. 
Formal definitions are postponed to later sections. 
Let Q and 2 be order-sorted signatures. Source ( = intermediate) and target 
( = machine) language programs are terms in the term algebras T(Q) and T(Z), 
respectively. Code generation requires (among other tasks) to specify and implement 
a code selection morphism y : T(Q) + T( 2). 
Two ways have been used to obtain ‘y, In handcrafted compilers, as well in 
systematic approaches striving FJr retargetabihty like [34], one considers all relevant 
operator/operand combinations in T(Q), and specifies for each, some term from 
T(Z) as its target code. If good code is desired, the ecessary analysis of special 
cases becomes intricate and error-prone. important observation of 
[ 19,7,31], that it may be more convenient to describe the target ma ne instructions 
in terms of the intermediate language, rather than vice versa. 
arrow goes the “wrong” way, 
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analysis. Ignoring this aspect leads to the argument in [24] that Graham-Glanville 
style code generation goes the “wrong way”. 
A third advanta e of the latter approach is the followin nherent in the task of 
code generation t ere is some freedom of chotce, usual 
target code quality. The specification S preserves this fr 
to obtain the desired y, one must not only invert S, but also supply a choice function 
ome q E T(Q), there are several z E T(Z) with 
mming according to [3] has been used to i 
On the conceptual level, we would like to separate concerns a 
ity T(Q) + ‘-’ 2T’Z’ + F T(Z), while on the implementation 
leave LJ with the construction of S’. 
The same holds for other subtasks of code generation, s ch as register allocation, 
evaluation ordering, or machine specific data type coercions. In current approaches, 
these tasks have not found a formal specification (with the notable exe 
[27], where, on the other hand, pattern matching techniques are not uti 
our algebraic framework, these tasks are described along with Z, and S by 
equational specification,. c The main concern of our framework is that o/l aspects of 
code generation can be described formally and in a modular way, thus allowing 
proofs of completeness and correctness. But for the moment, this is still an open 
promise, and not the subject of the current paper. 
With formal definitions still postponed, we illustrate the above by a very small 
example, and we must leave it to the experts on code generation to extrapolate what 
this approach would look like for real-size code generator descri 
e 2. 
“semantic” subsigna ture M = 
sorts Number Type 
operators word: + Type 
long: + Type 
0, 1,2, . . . : + Number 
scale: Type + Number 
equations scale( word) = 2 -defines a scaling factor for machine data 
types- 
scale(long) = 4 -which is used for addressing- 
“source” signature -I- 
sorts E 
order Number < E 
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“target” signature Z = 
sorts Exp Adr 
e target signature in Example 2.1 is a little ccmtrived, in order to demonst 
both nonlinearity and the use of nontrivial semantic subterms. 
denotes the addressing mode “base-displacement-addressing wit 
the first argument indicates t e word length to be used in the address calculation, 
while the seccmd indicates the word length of the addressed memory cell, used to 
determine an automatic scaling factor. The other arguments are base and index 
register number, and the displacement. The Z-operator mk_adr(i, e) denotes the 
use of an arbitrary Z-expression e as an address, by placing its result into the 
(temporary) register R(long, i), and using it by addressing indirectly through this 
register. Our small example does not really express this. 
Note that unlike Q, 2 daes not have a subsort declaration Number < Exp. This 
expresses that on our target machine, instruction ADD is not applicable where 
ADDI is. 
We now turn to the role of It serves a threefold purpose. 
(i) Usually there are several variants of instructions or addressing modes like 
our bdx, depending on the availa choices of operation, address and operand 
length. In Graham-Glanville style escripticpns, this led to a phenomenon called 
“type crossing” [22]. The size of the machine description is (essentially) multiplied 
by the number of machine data types, leading 0 to extremely large descriptions. At 
least for the sake of readability, param erization of the description is called for 
(which may be expanded automatically) n our approach, we just use 
types as extra arguments to Z-operators, keeping the description CO 
extra parametrization mechanisms, and avoiding ex nsion. 
(ii) From the beginning in [19], patterns have 
attributes, which were instantiated by concrete registe 
and used to test semantic restrictions on the a 
need no special attribute con 
argument (with a sort from 
(iii) Functions calculating 
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given with “Testing a semantic predicate” is thus subsumed in the notion of 
matching modulo = ED 
This is further demonstrated by the second part of 
hat the equation for bdx 
uses word- or I dresses, but both base addres 
-subterm scale( tt) will match the numbers 
according to the equations specified with 
ding to the match. That 6 describes a map 
so shows as the fact that the te 
“forgotten” by the last equation. 
e concrete to 
derivor S : Z + QW (By definition, 6 is the identity on 
this part of 6 is not shown.) 
sort map 6 Exp + E 
Adr-, E 
and hence 
operator implementation schemes-using infix notation for + and * 
S(M(t, a))=mem(t, Sa) 
S( R( t, i)) = reg( t, i) 
S(ADD(e, f j) = Se+ Sf 
S(ADDI( e, n)) = Se + n 
S( !MULI( e, n)) = Se*n 
S(bdx( t, tt, i,j, n)) = (reg( t, i) + n) +reg( t,j)*scale( tt) 
6 (mk_adr( i, e) = Se. 
Figure 1 shows z, z’ such that S(z) =E q and S(z’) =E which can be verified 
formally from the definition of S. The terms describe a me ry word addressed via 
base, displacement and scaled index, which could be written (in a VAX-like notation) 
either as operand “1230( Rl.L)[ RKL]” in a word instruction, or as operand “( Ri)” 
preceded by the code sequence “ADD1.L Rl, 1230, Ri; MUL1.L R5,2, R5; ADD.L 
Ri, R5, Ri”. Note that z’ contains the free variable i, the number of the temporary 
ed for addressing via mk_adr( i, e). It is the responsibility of the register 
instantiate this variable appropriately. For describing code selection, 
we do not bother how or when this is achieved. 
The reader is invited to attempt to construct z or z’ from q by performing the 
appropriate pattern matching, for the moment on an intuitive basis. Note also that 
if we replace the constant 2 in q by (say) another register, there is no target term 
for the modified q. The specification is (for shortness sake) incompletei 
ecification consist of the following components: 
: an order-so asic data types, such as integers, 
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2 = 
/\ 
word mk_adr 
------- 
ADIX MULI 
R’-+++ihO ’ L /R\ 2 /\ 
long 1 long 5 
2’ = 
NM\ 
word bdX 
long word 1 5 1230 
Fig. 1. 
(c) 2: the target language specification, also specified as a constructor algebra 
based on M, and enriched by specifications of further machine specific functions 
or relations, such as instruction costs or register usage requirements; 
(d) 6: a derivor from Z to Q, which specifies code selection. 
This completes our motivating treatment of code generation. In the rest of this 
paper, we will concentrate on explicating inversion of derivors, independent of the 
field where this problem may arise. 
This section introduces familiar concepts an notes some straig corre- 
spondences and differences. 
mogeneous tree languuges 
mogeneous tree languages). 
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.2. Let A I be the alphabet (0, 1, cons, nil}, with ran s 0, 0,&O, respectively. 
Elements of trees(A1) are, for example: 0, nil, cons(ni1, I), c 
cons(ni1, nil)). 
so depict trees in graphical form, as done in 
Consider the subset lists( A 1) 
linear lists of binary digits, s 
cannot be described as a homogeneous tree la 
taining the constants 
3.2. Regular tree languages 
(Regular tree grammars and languages). A regular tree gr&qmmar G is 
P), where N is a ite set of nonterminal symbols, A is a ranked 
alphabet of terminal symbols, A n $I, P is a fin-t r e set of productions af the form 
X + t, with X E ik and t E trees(A v IV), with nonterminals given rank 0. 
For t, t’ E trees(A v IV), t immediately derives t’, written t + t’, if there is 
say X + t”, such that t’ results from t by replacing a leaf labelled X by t”. 
relevant, we indicate the production p used in the derivation step, writing + p. The 
relations + + and + * are the transitive and the transitive and reflective closure of 
+ . We define L(X) := {t 1 t E trees(A) and X +“t},andL(G):={tlt~L(X)forsome 
X E IV}, the regular tree Zanguage oT G. 
In our context, we are not interested in a particular root symbol, and so it has 
been omitted from Definition 3.4. 
e 3.5. Let Gl be the regular tree grammar ((D, }, Al, Pl} with Al as 
before, and 
Pl={R+nil 
R + cons( D, R) 
D-,0 
D-, 1). 
Clearly, L( G 1) = lists( 1) of Observation 3.3. 
We call these grammars regular (following [6]), since in their formal properties, 
they are a generalization of regular string grammars, rather than of context-free 
mars. The usual view of Graham-Glanvillc style machine descriptions 
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. For regular tree grammars G, and ( 6,) E L( G-J is decidable. 
A proof of this fact is given in [4], although this result is probably much older. 
Later we shall observe t at the question of whether we can select machine code for 
any intermediate program amounts to deciding such a language inclusion problem. 
In the sequel, we shall need a few more technical notions. 
production of the form E is a chain rule. 
productions are called structural rules. tion containing a subderivat 
the form -++ X (using chain rules only) is called a circular derivation. 
form of G (for X) is a tree I E trees(Au N) such that X +* t. heigtlt( t) is the 
maximal number of symbols from A on a path from a leaf to the root of a sentential 
form t. 
t E L( G) has itqkirely many derivations iff it has a circular derivation. 
Of course, regular tree grammars may be ambigous, but Observation 3.8 tells us, 
that restricting our attention to noncircular derivations, there will be only finitely 
many such derivations for any t E L(G). 
3.3. Order-sorted term algabras 
For the standard terminology we need from algebraic specifications, we do not 
give full formal definitions (see [26]). Order-sorted specifications have come in 
different semantic flavours [ lrZ,33]. Although we deal with essentially syntactic 
issues in this paper, it is the semantics given in [33] that we have in rnin when 
formulating our basic definitions. 
We start from disjoint and countably infinite sets of sort symbols, operator or 
furtction symbols (each of a fixed arity), and variables. Each variable x has a unique 
sort sort(x). A subsort declaration has the form s < s’, where s and s’ are sort symbols. 
A function declaration has the form $: Si 9 . . . , s, + s,), where f is a function symbol 
of arity n 3 0, and the si are sort symbols. 
it io (Signatures, terms, substitutions, specijcations). An (order-sorted) 
signature C = (S, OP, s ) is a set of subsort and function 
are those occurring in its 
OP. The subsort order s of C is the least quasi-ordering 
that includes the subsort declarations. 
A Z-term of sort s (x)ds, OQ li 
. 
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A C-substitution m is a function (noted in postfix) from C-terms to E-terms such 
that 
if t is a term of sort s, then ta is a term of sort s, 
of a, is finite. 
C-terms written as t = E‘. A 
consists of a signature and a set E of Z-equations. 
As with conventional many-sorted term alge (2) the set of 
all ground Z-terms, by T(.& V) the X-terms over variables from V, by T(2, V):s 
C-terms of sort s. Rut note c at, in contrast to many sorted signatures, in order-sorted 
signatures a term can have several sorts, and although each variable, viewed as 
such, has a unique sort, it can have several when viewed as a trivial term. For 
substitutions we observe that ta can have more, but not less sorts than t. A signature 
is fully inhabited, if for any sort s E S, there is a ground term of sort s. 
. Let 21 be the signature with no subsort declarations, and with the 
function declarations 
(0: + 0, 
l:+D, 
cons: DR+R, 
nil: + R}. 
Clearly, T(E I) is isomorphic to L( Gl), and T(C 1, V), when restricted to a single 
variable for each sort, is isomorphic to the sentential forms of GI. 
In the sequel, we will mainly be concerned with syntactic aspects, recognizing 
terms from specifications with E = $3, for which =E, the congruence relation gener- 
ated by E, is the syntactic identity relation. However, we set the stage for a 
generalization, of mainly pragmatic convenience, allowing a subsignature for which 
nontrivial equations may hold. The idea is that the equality relation in this subsig- 
nature can be implemented by some arbitrary means, for example by providing a 
canonical term rewrite system for it. The concept of a hierarchic signature here is 
e same as in algebraic compiler specifications with attribute coupled grammars 
[ 111. There, the subsignature is called the “semantic” subsignature, while its comple- 
ment is called “syntax”. n this terminology, terms can be seen as abstract syntax 
trees with semantic terms at their leaves. 
ierarchic signature). A signature C is hierarchic, if it contains a 
declaration s < s’ in C such that s’ is a Z-sort, then s 
s: 9’1, . . . , s, + so of s() is a 
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We shall restrict our attention to specifications w ere equationsmayonlybegiven 
between terms of those sorts w belong to the subsignature 
significance of the subs and its equational theory in the application to 
code generation was ex 
3.4. Simple cGrrespondencies 
Let r) be the grammar mor hism that merges all nonterminals into a single one, 
modifying productions accordingly. 
. L(G)E L(77(G))ctrees( 
In general, the inclusions are proper. is is illustrated ~arn~le 3.13. 
xa 3. Let grammar G2 = ({ 0, }, Al, P2) with 
P2={R+nil 
R + cons(0, 42) 
R+cons(l, R) 
D-,0 
D+ I). 
We have L(G2) = L( Gl). We have L(G2) c L( q( 62)) c trees( Al), proved by con- 
sidering cons(O,O) and cons(cons(Ot 0), nil). lthough L( 62) = L( Gl), the second 
inclusion of Observation 3.12 is not proper in the case of 
For any A, trees(A) = L( 6) f or a regular tree grammar G in the 
following restricted form : 
(RF0 G = ({X}, A, P), with 
={X+a(X,..., X) 1 for a E A and according to rank(a)}. 
Now we denote by rl the signature 
one-sorted signatures. 
all 
To see that the above inclu 
ore precisely, the inclusion abo 
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For any C = (S, OP, s ), T(Z) is isomorphic to L(G) 4fa regular 
tree grammar G in the restricted special form 
where each prod ction in P contains at most one operator symbol. 
P=I,sn+a(s,,..., s,Ala:s, . . . s, + s, a function declaration in Z’} 
w {so+ sl, 1 s1 < so a subsort declaration in 2). 
n G, we simply use sort symbols as nonterminals. If G has only one nonterminal, 
F2 and RF1 coincide (except that in RF2 there may be productions of form X --) X, 
which do not affect L(G). Hence, for q(C) there is a corres onding grammar in 
RF1, which proves T(q(2)) = trees(OP) of Observation 3.15. 
According to the komorphisms stated here, order-sorted term algeb 
fully called heterogeneous tree languages, and we will consider terms as trees, trees 
as terms, and signatures as grammars as convenient. For example, we will speak of 
a C-derivation of t as a way to successively construct some t E T(2) from C- 
operators. 
Let us shortly address the question of what concept to use when designing an 
intermediate language. Expressive power is an important issue here. It is undesirable 
to specify an intermediate language which is a superset of what v/i!! act 
and then base subsequent compiler phases on assumptions on “that s 
LItermediate language actually produced by the front-end”. (An interesting lesson 
is to be learned here from enry’s experience with the portable C-Compiler [22].) 
Summing up our observations, homogeneous tree languages are less powerful than 
heterogeneous tree languages, i.e. term algebras, which are in turn less powerfui 
than regular tree languages. 
3.5. e parsing 
et G=( a regular tree grammar. We now define what a G-parse for 
some t E trees ermittiqg t E trees(A) rather than t E L(G) means of course 
that a G-parse does not necessarily exist. Since in general, G is ambiguous, we 
e notion of a parse such that it comprises all possible derivations of the 
given tree. 
btree t’of t the set of all productions p of form 
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X’+ t” such that there is some derivation 
Xere, t[ t, + t2] enotes the tree obtained by replacing a particular occurrence of 
tl in t by tZ. 
Usually, the grammar G of concern will be clear from the context, and we just 
erence between the two is t at a semi-parse 
may associate productions with some subtree that cannot 
in the context of the overall tree. 
ation Let 4 be the parse, and 4’ the semi-parse oft. 
(i) 4 and @‘coincide at the root: 4(t) = 4’(t). 
(ii) tE L(G) iJtr#(t)#fl. 
(iii) I#+( I’) = j3 f * . or some proper subtree t’, this does not imply t & L( 6). 
In case (iii), the root of subtree t ’ I tay still be derive as an inner node of the 
righthand side of some production. 
Given b(t), we can enumerate all derivations for t. If G is noncircular, or if we 
restrict our interest to noncircular derivations, their numbe is finite, and a simple 
backtracking traversal of t is sufficient to enumerate them. ut generally, although 
t$ can clearly be represented in space linear in the size oft, there may be exponentially 
many noncircular derivations, and a complete enumeration or explicit representation 
is not what one is interested in. 
erivo VCiSiO 
Derivors [ 161 are an implementation concept in algebraic data type specifications. 
By a derivor 6 : Q + 2, the operators of some sigr~at~re are implemented by 
comnosite operations in some other signature Z, which a specified as terms of 
T(Z, V). In our case, a derivor in the opposite direction, S : 2 + Q, is used to partially 
specify a code selection morphism y : T( ) + T(Z), which we are interested in. 
4. I. Order-sorted 
(Order sorted der 
on mcp SS~+dQ, 
rder-sort atures, 
is speci 
e 
such that 6 is consistent with the subsort relations + a 
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For a function declaration f: sl, . . . , s, + So in 2, for Vi E V*, we call t 
instantiation of the operator implementation scheme for J; S( f ( ul, .. . , u,)) = 
$(h,.--9 &I,) with sort(vi) = Si, an operator implementation e~~atiQ 
S is consistent ith the subsort relations + and dQ, if 
s Szs’ implies 6s GQ his’, 
sort(x) = s implies sort( &x) = Ss, 
iations of operator implementation equations, t eir righthand side 
vn) denotes a Q-term of sort Sso. 
near, if for all f E 0 z, none of the variables 8wi occurs more than 
once in the term tP 
When its righthand siae is of the form Sv, wt speak f a .collapsing operator 
implementation scheme or equation. 
When Q and Z are hierarchic signatures (cf. Definition 3.11) over the sa 
subsignature X’, and 8 is the identity on 27, we call 8 hierarchic. 
Note that there is one implementation scheme for a given function symbol f, 
although Z may contain several declarations of J All its instantiations differ only 
in the sorts involved, but not in the term tf. 
The reformulation of the definition of a derivor from the many-sorted [ 161 to the 
order-sorted case brings about a subtlety resulting from this situation, which is 
reflected in the last consistency requirement in Definition 4.1. The following situation 
shows that this is a necessary requirement. 
Signature Z Signature Q Derivor S 
f :sp s,, $5 rl + h, as, = t=l , ss* = t-2, 
f :s+sz, 6e,=h,, 6e,=h,, 
e, : +-I, h,: + rl, S(f (x)) = g(W)). 
e-J: +s2. h2: + r,. 
ere we have S( f (e,)) = g( h,), as expected, but S( f (e2)) would have to be g( h,), 
h is not a Q-term, because it is not well-sorted. In fact, the last consistency 
requirement in Definition 4.1 is violated for the declaratio f: s2+ sz. g(Sx) with 
sort(x) = s2, and hence sort( 6x) = r2, is not a Q-term. Fo larger example of a 
derivor specification, return to Example 2.1. 
A derivor defines a morphism T(Z, V,) + T( Q, VQ) in the obvious way, and if z 
, then so is S(z). The terms tf are called derived erators in Q 
derivor), and forgetting the original operators of turns T(Q) 
he Z-homomorphism defined by S is readily implemented by 
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However, while S translates target into intermediate language programs, our 
interest goes in the opposite direction. Simply orienting the equations right to left 
to obtain a rewrite system for ‘y, an inverse of 6, will generally fail for two reasons: 
(1) if S is not injective, the rewrite system so obtained will not be confluent; 
(2) if 6 is not surjective, some t E T( ) will have normal forms that are not in 
T(Z). 
Besides, there may be variables on t o not occur on the righthand side. 
Injectivity of 6 cannot be enfcrced (at least when a certain freedom of choice in 
y is inherent in the problem under consideration), so stan ard rewrite techniques 
cannot be used for implementing y. Surjectivity (modulo = E) of 6 will be required, 
as S should specify y on any input term, and for practical matters, we need a way 
to verify this requirement. 
nitio ( es-completeness ). Let there e given a hierarchic derivor 6 : 
specifying (in the informal sense as outlined in Section 1.3) some inverse mappin 
y : T( (3) + T(Z). We call this specification cs-eomp\ete, if S is surjective modulo 
= E, i.e. for all q E T( o)$ there is some z E T(Z) such that q = E 8( 2). 
We call this notion zs-ccrrrpieteness (with the letters cs a reminiscence to its origin 
from the code selection problem) in order to avoid confusion with other notions of 
completeness of specifications. 
4.2. Derivor inversion by tree parsing 
The message of this paragraph is that linear derivor images are regular tree 
languages, that the corresponding regular tree grammars can be easily constructe 
from 2, Q, and S, and hence: the inversion problem can be tackled by tree parsing. 
(AS). If 8 is linear, s(T(Z)) G T( n be described by a regular 
of the following form: A6 = ( P,, P}, where P contains 
productions 
RPt+1,..*, s,), for each function declaration f: sl,. . , s, -+ so in Z, where 
Nf(V,,Y Ql)) = $-(&, n l 9 Sv,) is the operator implementatio 
declaration of J”, 
so+ sl , for each subsort declaration s1 c so in Z. 
here S is clear 
terminal trees over 
same production in 
R. Giegerich 
A8 for the derivor shown in Example 2.1. 
r + (reg(Type, Number) + Number) 
+ reg(Type, Number) * scale(Type). 
We must now prove that A in fact does its job. 
Let Z be fully inhabited and 6 linear. ‘Tihere is Q z E T(Z) which is 
of sorts and s(;)=qe T(Q) if and only ifs +* q in AS. 
The proof is given in the Appendix, together with a discussion of how the restriction 
of Z being fully inhabited can be removed. 
The grammar so constructed is well-behaved in the following sense. We call a 
regular tree grammar G = (N, OP,, P), with L(G) c T(Q), orderly, if for each X E N, 
there exists a sort sx E SQ such that for any Q-term q, X +* q implies that q is of 
sort sx. In As, by construction, nonterminals are Z-sorts, and any Q-term derived 
from X is of sort SX 
Thus, for a linear 8 and Z-sort s, L(s) as defined by A is the set of S-images of 
T(Z):s. This means that the problem of constructing y, the i rse of 6, is solve 
by constructing A-parses. The reader is invited to construct for S as given i 
Example 2.1 (ignoring its nonlinearity for the moment), and to construct the parse 
of q as shown in Fig. I. 
Let E = fl. If y is specified to be an inverse of linear derivor 6, then 
es-completeness of the specijkation is decidable, 
oice for y(q) can be obtained from a A-parse of q. 
. (i) Follows from bservations 3,6,3.16 and 4.6: cs-co pleteness now means 
verifying that, with Q seen as a grammar according to Observation 3.16, L(Q) E: L(A). 
(ii) Given a -derivation s +* q, the following nondeterminate function choxe 
constructs any -term z such that S(z) = q. 
(a) choose(s+ q(s,, . . a , s,) +* q(q,, . . . , q,,)):=f (choose(s, +* q,), . . . , 
oose(s,, + qll)), for some f with an operator implementation equation 
some Svj does not actually occur in tf, substitute 
nonexisting term c 
. . ..x.),forso 
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(c) choose+ s1 +’ q):= choose(s, -+* q), if t e,“;‘< is a subsort d&aration s, < s 
in 
ally, choose an ar a for the new variables introduced. 
all z = choose(s +* @, ~(z[T) = 4. Cl 
There are three sources of nondeterminacy in choose: cases (a) and (b) may allow 
a choice off: Cases (b) and (c) are not isjoint. 
in (a) or (b) may be instantiated arbitrarily. 
Finally, the new variables introduced 
I, you will note a 
free variable i in soluti n z. In that case, ber of a temporary 
register which is requi d in this choice target code. The register allocator would 
have to instantiate this variable a 
4.3. Expressive power revisited 
It was shown in [ 241 for maray-ssrrsd signatures that linear derivors images are 
regular tree languages, and vice WM. Observation 4.6 shows one direction of this 
equivalence for the order-sorted case; every linear derivor image can be 
by a regular tree grammar. For the reverse direction, we need to impose an extra 
condition. 
Let Q be an order-sorted signature. For any orderly regular tree 
L(G) c T(Q), there exist a signature 2 and a linear derivor S such 
that L(G) = S( T(Z)). 
The proof of Observation 4.8 is in the Appendix. As Observation 4.8 is not a 
prerequisite for our further development in this paper, we leave it open whether 
the condition of G being orderly can be &axed. 
In classical tree pattern matching, as in [28,23]$ only syntactic equality in 
homogeneous tree languages is considere 
a tree t is a local task; only the nonvari 
the outermost portion of t. The required s 
by associating subterms of t to variables of p in corre 
nonlinear, subtree compari n must also be perform 
one is interested i
this reason the matching algorithms studied in tho 
portion of ), but also ensure that the substitution so obtained is a s 
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L(G). This in turn re uires L(G)-matching the variables of p to the corresponding 
subtrees of t, and so forth. So in order to deter le match at the root, a 
complete analysis of t is required. With no extra 
algorithm (in Section 6) will yield all L( G)-mate 
in t. 
et R be some subet of T(Z; V). 
-substitution for short, if vcr # v i 
In the application we have in mind, escribed O,Y a gra 
Definitions 5.1 and 5.2, thns is irrelevant. ow we generalize the st 
of matching by restricting the substitutions to R. 
. Let (2, E) be a specification and let p, t E T(2, V), R s ‘T(Z, V). 
matches t ~l~du~~ E3if there exists an -substitution (;r such t 
ote that if p h-matches t, this does not imply t E R, unless is a variable. 
R-matching modulo E subsumes the following cases: 
(i) R = T( 2, V), E = fl: (classical) syntactic matching, 
(ii) R = T(Z, V), E # $f: (classical) matching in the equational theory of E, 
(iii) R = L(G), E = 8: constructing a G-parse, 
(iv) R = L(G), E # fl: for this case, we have no method in general. 
In spite of the lack of a general method for case (iv), ou 
is an (almost) independent combinati of (ii) and (iii). 
2’ and equations are only given with ‘, and 6 is a hie 
interfere only with productions in A, like 
Adr+ (reg(Type, umber) + Number) + reg(Type, Number) * scale(Type), 
where the righthand side contains a nontrivial subterm from T(Z’, V), like 
scale( Type). 
en such productions do not exist, we call G separated. It is straightforward 
to construct from a nonseparated 6, a separated grammar Gsep such that L(G) = 
& Replace maximal nontrivial subtree with a sort from 
ction by a unique new N,, production 
When the some we formally extend 6 by = 
ue variable sort 
be hierarchic signatures QV 
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(a) a structural production n)suchthatt=p(t,,...,t,)andsome 
vi: SXi L( Xi )-matches ti module Ef~r 1 s i s ti, OY there is 
(b) a chain production X + ,, and some v,:S L(X,)-matches t modulo E, 
Or 
or 
an 
and some v E VM trivially matches t, 
for some r, introduc separation together with t 
J-matches t module 
From Csep being separat 
tically, while matching 
trivial), and in case (3). Cl 
clear that in case (1) p must mate 
is required only in case (2) (where i 
Theorem 5.3 says that in order to decide whether some v &matches t, we 
need to apply matching modulo E only at the maximal )-subterms of t, while 
the rest is “just” constructing a parse using Gsep. 
Considering our original problem of derivor inversion, the necessary separation 
was achieved on a technical level, the “representation” of S as a tree grammar. In 
fact, it cannot be expressed on the specification level without violating the restricted 
form of the derivor equations. This implies that our inversion technique applies to 
more general forms of specifications, but their investigation is outside the scope of 
the present paper. 
We formulate algorithms for 
matching algorithm as a special 
derivor inversion, retaining the classical 
case. 
attern 
6.1. Problem statement and outline of solution 
Given : 
Two hierarchic signatures 
common subsignature 
empty and S is linear. The case 
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pattern matching according to [23] or [28]. The observation that its generalization 
to IS,1 > 1 is just tree parsing was made in Section 3.4. 
generalize the c cal notions of “matching sets” appr 
heterogeneous, o
Outline of the Let A = (IV”, OF’, P”) be the regular tree grammar for 
S, according to construction A a. L( A,) describes S( T(Z)), if S is linear, and else a 
superset of S( T(Z)). 
tterns, pattew forest, matching sets) 
Let P, the set of patterns, be the set of all terms that a e righthand sides of 
instantiations of operato- implementation schem-s of S. Let Psep be the set of 
patterns obtained from P (see below). 
{ p’lp’ is a subterm of some p E Psep}, the puttern forest. (Note that 
For 4 E T(Q), let the matching set of q be FlpS( T(Z))-matches 
Let MSs = {m 1 m = MS(q) for some q E T(Q)}. 
Since S is injective on variables, we may write a pattern as p(Sv, , . . . , SV,~ ) or 
P~V’l,--9 v;), as convenielit, assuming 21: = SU,. Note that individual variables used 
in derivor equations become elements of PF, and hence, renaming variables in 
operator implementation equations, such that their overall number is minimized, 
has a beneficial efiect on the size of PF and on the size of matching sets, but not 
their number. 
Patterns are separated in the same way leading to patterns of t 
formp(...Su,... ) and r, with sort( ~1,) = 
patterns by their separated constituents wherever applicable. Since the introduced 
variables are unique, there exists a substitution cp : {u, * r} that reconstructs original 
rns from their constituents, leaving all other patterns unaffected. 
Ss is the set of all matching sets, a subset of the powerset of F. These notions 
are analogous to those used in pattern matching in homogeneous tree languages, 
but significantly more general. Basing the definitions on S( T(Z)), relative matching 
of terms accommodates heterogenity, nonlinearity, and a nontrivial equational 
theory of 
iti lgorithm building blocks )
build,: Form,,..., 
build,(m,, . . , m,)={pEPFlp=a(p,,.=,p,),PiEm,). 
p = t(Sv,, . . ) SV,) and SO~~(Z+)=S~, 
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chain: Let N’c ‘, and closure( 
prod( PF), 
vars: For X E 
prod and vars are extended to sets of a 
nonlin, : , such that each p E )-matches q, 
nonlin,( m) = {p E wo Ipq matches q}. 
build, just constructs the set of patterns rooted en choices of subpatterns 
for the ~12 0 arguments of a. ain determines nont 
righthand sides can be derive 
production whose righthand si 
the algebraic-vie& and the grammar-view of s the common 
righthand si ie of the corresponding (separated, if necessary) A-production(s). 
ket us now explain the role of nonlin,. If S were linear, 6( T( 2)).matchi 
L(A)-matching would coincide. en S is nonlinear~ all p that S(T(Z))- 
will L(A)-match q9 but not vice versa. Our approach will be to calculate all p that 
L(A)-match q, and then select those whose reconstruction pq addition 
q (without respect to L(A) or 6( T(Z)), but respecting its nonlinearity. 
ing” is done by nonlin,. Both steps together, performed in a bottom-up fashion, 
achieve the effect of S( T(Z))-matching. 
It is important that the definition of nonlin, uses 
since the sepa_-ation might disguise a nonlinearity. T 
like 
mem( 1, reg(long, i) * scale( I )), 
nonlinear in 1, which separates into 
mem( 1, reg( long, i) * 6u and scale( I), 
both of which are linear. pplying 50 : u + scale( 
we have to check. 
Algorithms calculating matching sets will be co 
e matching sets for all subte 
following theorem s 
notion of a semi-parse 4’. 
etwe 
. . 
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. Clear from the fact that for linear 6, S(t(Z))-matching and L(A)-matching 
coincide. 0 
erence between the semi-parse and the sets is that the 
partial matches, which will allow their calculation in a strictly 
bottom-up fashion. 
In analogy to Section 4.2, where we defined the nondeterminate function choose 
for constructing Z-terms corresponding to A-derivations, we 
to extract S-‘(q), assuming the proper matching sets for all subterms of q are 
available. This is a little mor complicated, since we must now keep track of certain 
substitutions, in order to be le to check nonlinealaty. The following two definitions 
are mutually recursive. 
For p E P, let 
z-op(p)=~f(v,,.-•, vn)IfEOPZ and S(f(v,,...,v,,))=pq isan 
operator implementation equation}. 
For q E T(Q), define Z-terms(q) c T(Z, Vz) as follows: 
(i) for q E T(M): 
Z-terms(q)={tE T(M)lt=.q). 
(ii) for qc T(Q)\T(M): 
Z-terms(q)={f(v,,...,u,)p~f(v,,...,v&Z-op(p) for some pE 
MS(q) n P, and p is a matching substitution for v, , . . . , v,, 
from pp over q}. 
Case (i) comes from the fact that 6 by definition is the identity on T(M). One 
may choose to represent Z-terms(q) by q in this case. Case (ii) constructs a Z-term 
rooted by J; taking as its arguments Z-terms from the corresponding variable 
positions in p, as matched against q. This correspondence is defined formally as the 
notion of a “matching substitution”, which substitutes Z-terms for Z-variables, and 
hence applies to f (v,, . . . , vn) rather than p. 
S(q), we say that a T(Z)-substitution p is a matching 
substitution for vt , . . . , vn from pq over q, iff one of the following applies: 
(a single variable) and v,p E Z-terms(q); 
V) and pp E Z-terms(q), 
(iii) PQ = a(pl, . . . , pk), a E OP,\OP,, pi E T(Q, V) (and hence q = a(q,, l l . , 
qk)), and p is a matching substitution for vi from each pi over qi, for 1 s i s k, 
and in all cases, if SVi does not occur in PQ at all, Vip is a new unique Z-variable. 
ntrivial, case (iii) a e positions in 
e variables in pi. It ensures that for variables occurring in several 
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leaf positions, Z-terms for those positions are consistently chosen, since p must be 
a matching substitution for all pi over qi simultaneously. Case (ii) should be clear, 
but case (i) contains a subtlety that needs further explanation. 
On the one hand, case (i) is just the ter ;linating case in the parallel structural 
induction over p and q as specified by case (iii). owever, considering the situation 
where the pattern p considered in case (ii) of Definition is a single variable, 
Definitions 6.4 and 6.5 seem circular. When S( f (v)) = Sv, a S(q), they say 
that f( t) E Z-terms(q) if t E Z-terms(q). hen t and f (t) h en to be of the same 
sort, this even implies f’(t) E Z-terms(q) for i Z= 0. is is the situation where 6 
plainly forgets Z-structure, which is recov ed by finding (potentially circular) 
derivations using the chain productions in that stem from co!lapsing operator 
implementation equations. 
Note that Z-terms(q) may contain terms of different sorts. ey contain variables 
for subterms “forgotten” by 6. Finally, we observe the following. 
6.6. S-‘(q) = { ta 1 t E Z-terms(q) and CT a ground substitution). 
Now we are left with the task of efficiently calculating MS(q) for a given q E T(Q). 
6.2. T&e basic dynamic algorithm 
With the functions of Definition 6.2, it is straightforward to describe our basic 
algorithm for determining matching sets for a given input term q. Subsequently, we 
shall derive table driven versions from this Algorithm 6.7. 
~go~it~~ 6.7. Input: YE T(Q), PF. 
Output: For each subterm q of r (including r itself): 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4 
(4 ) a 
(4b) 
for ail maximal subterms q of r with q E T( 
do MS(q) = {p E PF lp matches q moduio E} od; 
i 1; := 
while J < height(r) 
do for all subterms q = a( q, , . . . 9 q”), n 2 0, of r with height(q) = i and 
q is of sort sa§, 
S(q) 
(nonlin, _ 0 build,)(m) v (vars 0 chain 0 prod 0 nonlin, 0 buil 
od; 
1 ‘:= i+ 1. 
6.3. Table-driven algorithm for empty and S linear 
For this section, we let 
all fukmctions except non 
linear, nonlin, is the i 
ence, t ate 
operator a and the matching sets of the subterms ql, . . . ) qn- 
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As noted earlier, the set of all matching sets, MSs, is finite. These facts gave rise 
to the idea (in the treatment of the homogeneous case in [28,23]) io precompute 
the information which is dynamically computed in step ithm 6.7. This 
information is represented by tabulating the following , for each Q E 
OPQ: 
ff cI (m) = build, (m) LJ (vars 0 chain 0 prod 0 build, )( m ). 
The functionality of ff, could be seen as fEa :( Ss, but this would be 
excessively expensive in table size and generation time. Instead, ffa should only be 
tabulated for those combinations of arguments that can actually occur. A restriction 
of the possible combinations is observe :ng the heterogeneity of the input 
language. We say that a matching set an E of sort s, if m = MS(q) for some 
q of sort s. Note that this does not mean that it actually contains a patter 
s, since s can be a proper subsort of all pattern sorts in FX ether m is of sort s 
can be determined from m alone, by substituting for the va p variables of 
smaller sorts in all well-sorted combinations. Let s-MSs := (m E slm is of sort 
s). If Q contains no subsort declarations, the s- Ss for different s are disjoint, 
while in general, they are not. In any case, we now have 
MSs = U s-MSs, for s E S,. 
It suffices 
declaration 
to precompute the following (generally smaller) for each function 
UIS , . ..s.+sO in Q, ff,:s,-MSSXO l l XS,-MSs+s,- 
Since s1 s so implies s,-MSs c s,-MSs, the s-MSs as carriers and ffa as the interpreta- 
tion of the function Q form an order-sorted Q-algebra, in analogy to the observation 
made in [28] for the homogeneous case. 
Provided that we have precomputed ffa for all a E OPQ, we obtain the following 
table-driven version of Algorithm 6.7. 
Input: r E T( 0); for all a E OP, : ff,. 
Algorithm 6.7. 
(0 -step 1 is omitted as we assume to be empty- 
(2) l l - 1 1; .- 
(3) while i s height(r) 
(4) do for all subterms q=a(ql,...,qn), n>O, of r with height(q)=i 
do MS(q):= ff,( S(ql), . . . , MS(qn)) od; 
1 ‘:= i+ 1 
od. 
atching algorithm is linear i 
per node of the input term r. 
e size of r, as it consists of a 
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The principal idea in the following table-~D~~+ 6balb’La tng algorithm is to compute 
successively the m,rtching sets of all terms from T( ) of height 1,2, . . . until the 
set of all computed matching sets converges. Terms are not enumerated explictly. 
ather, a term of height i is represented by its top operator and the possible 
combinations of matching sets for its arguments. The first iteration (for nullary a) 
is taken out of the repeat loop, as its repeated calculation cannot yield further 
matching sets. 
all w E QP, : ff,. 
for all s E So do s-MSs’ := fl od; 
for all (a : + s) in Q: 
do tabulate ff,; 
repeatforall(a:s,...s,+s)inQ,n~1, 
for all s E S, do s-MSs” := fl od; 
for all (m,, . . . III,,) E s,-MSs’-’ x l l l x s,,- 
do tabulate E,(m,, . . . m,); 
s-M&’ := s-MSsiuff,(ml,...,m,,) 
od 
for all s E S, do s-MSs’ := s-MSs’ v s-MSs’-’ od; 
1 ‘:= j+1 
$ 
until for all s E SQ, s-MSs’-1 = s-MSs’--. 
The specijkation is cs-complete, 2, T(Q) = L(A) (= 6( T(Z))), iff 
for all table-entries ff,( m, , . . . ,m,) = m holds: m n P # 8’. 
6.4. Extension to the general case 
Extension to nonempty M 
The effect of allowing a nonempty subsignature with a nontrivial equational 
theory is that we need to extend Algorithm 6.9 for the calculation of the s- 
s E SM. This is done as a separate initial step. The new aspect here is how 
is to be determined. Generally, not all subsets of the A&-patterns of sort s in 
can occur, since some of these patterns may not be inde ent. 
For P = (cons( 1, v)}, we have 
Ss {v} and (cons( 
be a matching set, since v matches whereve 
1 ere we can demand at least one mj to e last itera.:qn step of the repeat-loop, 
in order to ensure that there will be computed matching sets of height a’ indeed. 
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2 (Initial step for Algorithm 6.9). For all s E &, let 
Ss = {K 1 K subset of PF that 
conditions: For any pl, p2 E lp 
pl =Ep2, then 
(ii) if p 1 matches p2, then p 1 E 
2 are not unifiable, 
ches any q of so 
(v) if s’s s then s’- 
ec$catiOn is cs-compkte i.e. T(Q) =E L(A) (=a( T(Z))& if 
,,..., m,)=m holds: mcgn P#O. 
We have ass med in our problem statement, that equalit , matching ad 
unification modulo E are decidable. In case (iv) of Algorithm 6.12, we also assume 
that we can decide if some p matches all q of sort s. Of course, these axe rather 
keen assumptions, but where any of these assumptions do not hold, the correspond- 
ing condition of (i)-(iv) must be assumed true for any K in Algorithm 6.12, and a 
superset of the actual set of matching sets will be generated. In this case, Obselrv;iiiioi-1 
6.13 will only yield a suficient es-completeness criterion. Htiwever, it may still be 
possibte to determine “manually” if m can actually occur in cases where rnp n P # $ 
is violated. 
Extension to nonlinear 8 
We now adapt our table-driven algorithm to the case where 6 is nonlinear 
Consider Algorithm 6.7. In the linear case, nonlin, is the identity, and the composite 
effect of step (4a) can be precomputed. nonlin,, however, can only be performed 
dynamically, and so we now have to generate separate tables representing build, and 
ff( ~2) := m u (vars 0 chain 0 prod)(m). 
n order to know for which sets build, and ff must be precomputed, we must 
anticipate the effect of nonlin,. In general, when there is a nonlinear pattern p in 
some set m = build,(m, z . . . ,m,)), nonlin,(m) can or cannot filter out p (depending 
the first case giving rise to the set m -(p) for which ff has to be precomputed, 
ence, in the generative algorithm we substitute for nonlin, a step which takes 
a kind of closure of the current set of result-sets from build, under removal of 
cannot occur. 
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Let nonlinP and PQ is nonlinear in some variable v of sort s such 
that there exist terms tj of sort si with Si 6 s for i = I,2 such that tt #E tz}. 
for all (a : + s) E OPQ 
do tabulate build,; 
tabulate ff (build,); 
SsO:= ff(build,) 
od; 
i:= 1; 
repeat for all (62 : s1 . . . s, -+ s) in ?l=4 
forall (rn,,...,m,)E~~- SC’ x l l l x s,- ssi-’ 
d 
od; 
do tabulate ff( m); 
od 
for all s E So\SM do S- 
1 ':= i+1 
until for all s E SQ\SM : s- 
For Msshka, patterns are constructed ignoring nonlinearity. In 
pattern sets are added with individual patterns removed, according to all possible 
ouzomes of nonlin,( SS’~~*~*~) for any q E T(Q). 
. The specification is cs-complete, i.e. T( 
table entries ff ( m’) = m holds: FVIQ n 
gain, if we cannot determine nonlin 
ation, i.e. a superset of the “‘real” no 
generated, and the above criterion bet 
2% R. Giegerich 
subset of T(Q), being the output of earlier compiler ph 
more precisely by concepts we have been dealing with; 
for some regular tree grammar G, or it may be p( T(P)) 
P and a (possibly nonlinear) derivor p : P --> Q. In these cases, 
algorithm with tables generated as if IL = T(Q) will still work correctly, but the 
tables may contain matching sets that cannot actually occur e more restricted 
IL. Besides tab es being larger than necessary, s criterion is n 
longer a necessary, but only a sufficient condition 
algorithms can easily be adapted to generate the precise ma ts for the given 
IL: 
(i) IL= 5(G): Al gorithm 6.9 considers input terms of increasing height, where 
height is measured in terms of Q-operators. Redefine height in terms of G-produc- 
tions. In analogy to bui!d,, use build,, where p is the righthand side of a production 
in G. 
(ii) IL=p(T( p is linear, this is the same case as above, for the grammar 
A,* We take care of the nonlinearity of p as follows. Let p now be a nonlinear 
pattern of p. In the construction of buildprodqpl (as above), restrict the choice of 
arguments in p(m,, . . ..m.) such that mi= mj when both are substituted for the 
same variable of p. 
With these modifications, Algorithms 6.9 (and 6.14) generate precise sets of 
matching sets, and the corresponding variants of Observation 6.10 hold. There is 
no need to study further generalization to input languages such as IL= 
(~10 p1 )( T(F)), as derivors are closed under composition. 
ent 
easuring space and time e&iency in terms of the size the given pattern forest 
t is known from work on the homogeneous case [23], t there is an exponential 
worst-case behaviour. Fortunate!y, it has also been experienced that this behaviour 
does not occur for any practical situations, in particu ar when the compacting 
generation technique of [S] is used. As our algorithms include the homogeneous 
case when IS*1 = 1, these worst-case observations are still valid. One can contrive 
examples that produce only two matching sets in the heterogeneous case, but include 
the worst-case example of [S] in the homogeneous case. But since the transition 
between the two cases (by the sort-identifying morphism of Section 3.4) generally 
changes the source language T(Q), one cannot rightfully compare a heterogeneous 
specification to its homogeneous counterpac. 
ed generator algorithm as written for the many-sorted case, as 
g with syntax only, and hence do not need to add 
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equations describing properties of the newly intro coercions, such as injectivity 
and distributive laws to incorporate 
a nontri&‘r equati9 tation of the order-sorted 
variant as described in this paper esides being technically 
simpler, the many-sorted version also has the advantage that Ss is partitioned 
Ss, which helps to avoid bo 
;he generator m. It uses the 
compacting generation techniq to the way in 
which Prolog’s backtracking is example it has been run with is a 
description for processor, containi 
e larger specification of [20] mentioned in the intr 
in the context of peephole optimizer generation, a is more elaborate than typical 
cations.) Seventy-six matchi 
) workstation. 
bytes of storage. (
ation time is about 2 h.) Wit the present data, it seems that space and time 
requirements of the code selector and its generator will no longer be a problem. 
But experiments comparable to those of 1221 have not been performed. 
We expect that more general machine specific aspects or code generation subtasks 
such as register allocation, which were previously treated in an ad hoc manner, can 
be expressed by extending the target signature 2 by equational specifications. Such 
code generatct specifications may look rather different from the ones in most of 
the approaches discussed here (with the exception of [29]), but the underlying 
implementation technique will st pattern matching as developed here. The 
long-term goal of this work is to e code generator specifications more formal 
and complete, such that proof methods from the area of term rewrite systems 
[26,25,32] can be used to verify the correctness of code generators. A first mini- 
experiment has been performed in deriving correct peephole o 
written as Z-equations, by conditional equational completion wit 
PI . 
0th ideas which have been use 
time cost comparison otherwise. 
XR R. Giegerkh 
Particularly interesting here is the recent approach of [30], which can exploit 
certain properties of Q-operators such as commutativity. T 
bottom-up rewrite systems, a purely operational style. 
ation of the approach of [ 
bines Q and 2” with functio clarations for 6, with 
certain axioms and Z and with the operator implementation equations for 8. 
“8(z) = 9” is just “ordinary” e 
conditions of [32], narrowing cou 
a target program for 2 which solves the equation. In t 
derivor inversion by p tern matching can be seen as treatmg a special class of 
specifications, for whi ely linear) narrowing algorith can be 
generated+ 
Finally, a conceptually interesting and technically demanding problem fro 
paper is the following. licitly represented S-‘(9) in a compact way (cf. 
Theorem 6.6) by deter atching sets for all1 subterms of how do we 
extract from it an interesting subset according to cost minimality other weEi- 
formedness criteria that express machine properties not covered by 6 itself? Some 
progress has been achieved [36] by work subsequent o [37], but an eventua 
to this problem also depends on what further subtasks of code generation 
integrated into the overall approach. 
ix. roe 
Let 2 be fully inhabited, i.e. for any Z-sort, there exists a ground 
term of this sort. z E T(Z) is of sort s and S jz) = 9 E T( Q) if and o ly ifs +* 9 in Aa. 
“only if” (by structural induction on z): z has sort s implies that z = 
z,) such that Z contains a function declaration f: sl, . . . , s, + so such that 
s*~s, and zi has sort si, for M&n and ns0. 
9 48) = tf(m,), l l l , 6(x,)) be the implementation equation for 
6 is the transitive re exive closure of the subsort 
construction contains chain les such that s + * so, as well 
s s(ptf(S~,...,Sn). induction hypothesis, si + * 6(zi), and hence, s + * 6(z). 
“if" (by induction on the derivation of 9): A A8-derivation of 9 from s must 
er with a structural or with a chain rule. e first consider the case of the 
structural rule: 
=+f(s,,**,s,) +“tq( 1,=..,9n)=9, with si +*9i. 
Si* ce s+t/-(sl,..,sn) is 
n f: s, , . . . , s, + s, and an implementa- 
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tion equation S(f(x,, . . , x,) = @x, . . . D iix,) such that !r is tg when replacing Sxi 
f( L-9 2,) is 3 -well-sorted Z-term, is of sort 3, and S(f(zl, . . . , z,,)) = q. 
We now consider the case of a chain rule: s + s’ + * 4. By induction hypothesis, 
there is a Z-te m z’ of sort s’ such hat S( z’) = q. If the chain rule s -+ s’ exists 
because S’C s is a subsort declaration in then z’ is also term of sort s and 
S(Z’ = q. If the chain rule exists because t e function declaration 
h s’ being some Si, and contains a “coilapsi 
uation of the form ~(J(x, , . . . , x,) = Sxi, t 
f( x1 9 l l 9 x&r, with CJ- the substitution of z’ for Xi, and arbitrary 
sorts sj for Xj where j # i. Again, 
z is a well-sorted Z-term, is of sort s, and S(f(z,, . . . , z,~)) = q. 
ote that the prerequisite that Z be fully inhabited is only required in co 
wi the substitution C. The reason is that A5 may derive some ground 
which is the S-image of some Z-term with variables, for which no groun 
exists. In practical respects, requiring 2 to be fuhy inhabited is not a severe 
restriction. It can, however, be avoided by defining derivors as s from 
T(Z, Vz) to T(Q, ICY). In that case, A5 must be augmented to A, adding 
productions {s +y ly E V& x E V,, sort(x) = s, 6x = y}. This makes infinite 
unless we restrict ourselves to a finite Si V,). Now, the generalized form of Observa- 
tion 4.6 holds trivially in the case where z or q are variables. In thr? substitution a, 
no ground terms need to be substituted. 
ation Let Q be an order-sorted signat 
grammar G with I,( 6) c T(Q), there exist a signa 
that L(G) = 6( T(Z Q. 
For any orderly regular tree 
.Z and a linear derivor S such 
Since G is orderly, for all nonterminals 
that for all t E L(X), t is o 
declaration p : X, . . . 
includes chain production 
S is given by the sort ma 
S(Ph,, l l 9 W”)) = tp(Sw,, . . . , SW,). 
y constructio 
ce we i 
declarations in Z, Z is just an ordin 
?I0 I_ R. Giegerich 
grammar-view of an order-sorted signature Q, G is orderly, and our proof just 
disambiguates operators and introduces coercions, as is done in the tr 
order-sorted to many-sorted term algebras in 0 
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